Extended range for added flexibility
Avoid the hassle of many part numbers with one conduit plug

Use the Roxtec extended range 4-inch solution to cap the ends of ducts, metallic and non-metallic conduits, and seal core-drilled penetrations. Prevent ingress of water, gas, rodents and debris during construction and after pulling cables.

This solution is ideal for new and retrofit projects for both single and multiple cable applications.

Why use Roxtec extended range?

- Fits all 4” conduits – both IPS and NPS – with inner diameter 3.786”–4.320” (96–110mm)
- Covers single and multiple cable installations with diameter 0.16”–2.75” (4–70mm)
- Tested successfully up to 4 bar/58 psi/133 feet of water
- NFPA 130 compliant
- Protection from vermin/pests
- Buy America compliant
With Multidiameter™, you will always have the right solution on hand.

How it works
Multidiameter™, the Roxtec technology based on modules with removable layers, enables sealing of single or multiple cables and conduits of different sizes. Our range has been extended for the Railway industry to incorporate layers on the outside offering the flexibility to seal a wide range of conduit ID’s and minimize stock keeping units. This added flexibility accommodates for the difference in dimensions of the 4-inch conduit.

This means that you are guaranteed a quality installation while reducing labor time and costs.

Recent projects
- South Ferry Station, NY
- Second Avenue Subway extension, NY
- Cranberry Tube, NY
- Joralemon Street Tunnel, NY
- Grand Central station, NY
- East Side Access, NY
- Long Island Hillside Substation, NY
- Dulles Phase 1 and 2, D.C.
- Honolulu Rail Transit, HI
- Hoboken Terminal, NJ
- La Guardia rebuild, NY
- Wellington yard, MA
- PATH-Harrison Maintenance Facility, NY

Roxtec ® and Multidiameter ® are registered trademarks of Roxtec in Sweden and/or other countries.